
    

   
      
         










           


                  
                    
                  
                


	Markets
	



   Networks Build a strong foundation with Network transformation
	



 Retail  Hyper-personalize retail customer experience 
	



 Travel & Hospitality Enhance guest experience with technology 
	



 Public Sector Harness power of digital in Public Sector 



	Solutions
	



 Next Generation Hotspot Experience seamless & secure Wifi connectivity Â                  
	



 Intelligent Monetization Platform Get meaningful insights from multiple customer attributes 



	Services
	



   Product Engineering Services Customized software development services for diverse domains
		IoT
			Sensors
	IoT Gateways
	IoT Applications
	Application Enablement Platform (AEP)



	Embedded Systems Engineering
			Linux BSP Device Driver Development
	Android Middleware
	Drone Middleware



	Wireless Engineering
			5G
	VRAN/cRAN
	Small Cells
	Non-Terrestrial Networks
	Mobile Edge Computing



	Application Engineering
			Mobile Applications
	Location Tracking
	Mobile Payments
	Application Server Development
	Enterprise SDK
	Service Assurance
	Salesforce Cloud Offerings
	RPA
	Enterprise Mobility Management



	AI & ML
			Computer Vision AI
	Wireless AI



	OTT Video
			OTT Quality of Experience
	OTT Middleware
	OTT Media Devices
	OTT Media Testing



	Messaging & Telephony
			Unified Communications
	RCS/VoLTE/IMS



	Cloud Virtualization
			Cloud Computing
	Network Functions Virtualization
	VNF And Infrastructure Testing
	MANO



	Security
			Network Security
	Data Security
	Cloud Security
	Application Security
	Device Security
	Blockchain



	Network Infrastructure Engineering Services
			SDN
	SD WAN Implementation



	DevOps practices and offerings



	



   Quality Assurance End-to-end quality assurance and testing services
		Categories
	QA Technologies
	Test Management Process
	Test Automation Services



	



   Managed Services Achieve scalability, operational efficiency and business continuity
		Managed Cloud
	Managed NOC
	Managed SOC



	



   Technology Consulting & Architecture  Leverage the extensive knowledge of our Domain Experts
		Product Ideation
	Technology Selection
	System Design






	Innovations
	



 Accelerators Significantly reduce time-to-market  
	



 Newsletters Dig into the archive of HSC's newsletters 
	



 Open Source Encouraging innovation through collaboration 
	



 Technical Demos Reach out to view web-based live demos 



	Resources
	



 Blogs Browse our thought leadership articles on latest technology 
	



 Videos Watch engaging videos on what's new in tech 
	



 News & Events Get to know about the latest happenings at HSC 



	About Us
	



 The Company A brief overview of 
HSC 
	



 HSC EdgeHow we differentiate ourselves 
	



 Leadership Team Get to know our leaders 
	



 Our Locations HSC's global offices 
	



 Adherence to 
Quality HSCâ€™s quality guidelines 
	



 Corporate Social Responsibility For the greater good 



	Careers
	



 Current Openings Browse our latest job openings 
	



 Culture & Growth Our DNA & what drives HSCians 
	



 Employee Testimonials Hear from HSC ians and alumni 
	



 Campus Programs More about Industry Academy interactions 
	



 Preview Get a glimpse into the Life at HSC 
	



 FAQs Browse through some often-asked questions 



	Contact Us
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Enquire Now


	


				
            
            	

			
            
                

						





						





						

							

								

								


								Accelerate your Go-To-Market

								Accelerate your Go-To-Market


								
									HSC has developed several ready-to-run/white-label Accelerators (stable software components that can be integrated into customer products) in different domains and verticals that help our customers reduce time to market.

								


								
									HSC has developed several ready-to-run/white-label Accelerators (stable software components that can be integrated into customer products) in different domains and verticals that help our customers reduce time to market.

								


								Are you interested?

							


						


					




              
            	

			
            
                

						





						





						

							

								

								


								Ensuring Enterprise Security

								Ensuring Enterprise Security


								
									HSCâ€™s security practice helps enterprises address the constantly evolving challenges of protecting their data and digital assets from multipronged threats and enabling them to mitigate risk and flourish in a dynamic world.

								


								
									HSCâ€™s security practice helps enterprises address the constantly evolving challenges of protecting their data and digital assets from multipronged threats and enabling them to mitigate risk and flourish in a dynamic world.

								


								Explore more

							


						


					




              
            	

			
            
                

						





						





						

							

								

								


								Driving Network Transformation

								Driving Network Transformation


								
									In the era of continuous digital transformation, intense competition, and a rapidly evolving technology landscape Hughes Systique is well poised to partner with customers to develop, build and manage hyper-converged networks.

								


								
									In the era of continuous digital transformation, intense competition, and a rapidly evolving technology landscape Hughes Systique is well poised to partner with customers to develop, build and manage hyper-converged networks.

								


								Let us connect

							


						


					




              
            
			   

			  

    













	

		

			Latest Insights


		






		



     

			 						
														




							
																5G
																Networks
																NGH
																Travel
																Travel And Hospitality
																Wireless Engineering
																Passpoint and OpenRoaming – Boosting Monetization & Analytics in Hospitality Industry

								

								Read More 




							

						


											
														




							
																Hospitality
																Networks
																Travel And Hospitality
																Wireless
																Wireless Engineering
																Wireless Technology For Business
																Wi-Fi on Cruise Ships – Ensuring Maritime Connectivity

								

								Read More 




							

						


											
														




							
																Networks
																Travel And Hospitality
																Wireless Engineering
																Delighting Passengers with Inflight Connectivity

								

								Read More 




							

						


					
			

		






	









	

		

			

				

					Testimonials


					

						

							

							

                            

                            
			                   
							    								                     

							        

                                       Going above and beyondâ€™ is something that HSC practices and not just preaches. They adapted very well to changing requirements and feature creep. The engineering is top notch and we enjoyed working with them immensely. Highly Recommended!


										Sr. Product Manager


										VoIP ISV and service provider


									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSC is one of many others, but you always wish to find the best, we are fortunate to have found them. Quality top notch staff, understand our business, accommodate our urgent needs even requests are challenging, coupled with wise, professional and trusted seniors have resulted in mutually constructive and amicable relationship. HSC have shown great financial flexibility but no less quality or undermined ethics. But one should say, always there is a room for improvement since we understandably by instinct seek perfection.


										Program Director,

										 Leading OEM


									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       The engineers from Hughes are very knowledgeable and experienced. From the time I have worked with them, they have never failed me. A few even went beyond the call of duty to call and assist our non-engineering staff to help them get set up or debug their issue. Highly Recommended!


										Sr. Product Manager, 


										Tier 1 Test and Measurement OEM

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSC has been a tremendous help in our being able to roll out full featured and high-quality mobile products into the market. Being in the forefront of a fast-moving market, we needed a vendor who was experienced, fast and agile. HSC met all those needs and more.


										VP Engineering

										LTE/4G communications software provider

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       We utilized HSC to assist with developing applications for both iOS and Android. HSC delivered on their commitments and communicated effectively with us. I would definitely recommend HSCâ€™s services to other companies developing mobile applications.


										Engineering Manager

										Leading Test and Measurement OEM


									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       We have been working with HSC for the past 3.5 years and just completed a cutting-edge R&D project for 5G. The team and management at HSC were extremely supportive to all our needs and requirements for the project. We decided to work with HSC over other engineering services companies because of their talented staff and stability. We knew from the start the project was going to take several years and would require a long-term commitment from HSC management and engineers. The team of engineers we had the pleasure to work with, were highly motivated, talented and dedicated to the project. We could not have picked a better partner


										Director, Platforms & Wireless BU

										Leading Mobile Technology R&D Company

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       I had the pleasure to work with Hughes Systique Corporation. They have delivered excellent work for us on time and at reasonable cost. I am looking forward to work more with HSC in the future. Top qualities: Good Value, On Time, High Integrity.


										Engineering & Operations


										Smart mobile data and security solutions ISV

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSC has been a tremendous help in our being able to roll out full featured and high-quality mobile products into the market. Being in the forefront of a fast-moving market, we needed a vendor who was experienced, fast and agile. HSC met all those needs and more.


										VP Engineering

										LTE/4G communications software provider

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       We have fruitful history of co-operation with HSC in developing cutting edge communication solutions. I am happy to recommend HSC as a potential R&D partner. They keep what they promise and are fun to work with.


										Sr Vice President, 

										Leading Equipment Manufacturer


									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       This is a testimonial to say that I have thoroughly enjoyed our engagement with HSC for â€˜Mobile App Workâ€™. The HSC team assigned two engineers for our project who had necessary experience and the zeal to succeed. I was suitably empowered to achieve what I had committed and decided for the “Mobile App Work” project. I find myself better equipped now to deliver quickly with your teams ready to support us. Looking forward to more such engagements in future.


										Technical Manager, 

										Global Telecommunications Equipment Company


									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSC has supported IoT and Development at several of our key customer sites around the globe. HSC has shown tremendous expertise and commitment in Mobile WiMAX and have just the right work attitude and nimbleness for us. We have a strong relationship with them.


										Managing Director

										Semiconductor Company

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSC were key in developing a Symbian application for us. Their thorough approach and desire to always go the extra mile made the project a success and the team were a pleasure to work with.


										General Manager

										Leading Communications OEM

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSC has solid depth in wireless technologies. We have benefited greatly from their consulting in optimizing WiMax for backhaul. Their processes and relationship skills ensure they can service demanding Korean customers to full satisfaction. We look forward to working with them again.


										Chief Executive Officer

										WiMAX equipment provider

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       I have thoroughly enjoyed our engagement with HSC for augmenting us with a â€œOTT Video Deliveryâ€� solution. The team and management at HSC were extremely supportive to all our needs and requirements and helped fulfill them in time and with quality. We decided to work with HSC over other similar organizations because of their talented staff, ready components and solution accelerators that helped us get to market faster and overall stability. We could not have picked a better partner.


										Chief Technical Officer

										Leading set top box vendor

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSC worked closely with us for a successful launch of an LBS platform, helping us build, port & certify our mobile clients across all popular platforms (iPhone, Android,etc). Their knowledge of how to address mobile deployment & development issues was immensely useful to us.


										Director, PLM

										Tier 1 Communications OEM

									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSC delivered a project in record time when others in my team thought it was not possible to deliver given the short time. Their on-time/good quality code helped us meet a critical event deadline. Highly recommended. I will continue to use HSC’s services going forward.


										Director, Digital Distribution

										Leading Communications OEM


									


									


							    								                     

							        

                                       HSCâ€™s formula of having a Subject Matter Expert attached to the full project life cycle has been key to them delivering on 3 major projects for us. Highly recommended!


										CTO, 

										IMS Solution Provider to Operators
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						Subscribe Now

						Get the latest News & Blogs on cutting edge technological advancements
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								By clicking the Subscribe button you agree to the  Terms & conditions  and  Privacy Policy
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